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Heavy flavor lifetimes 
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τ(B0s)/τ(B0) has key discriminating power as 
corrections nearly vanish.  

Data value 0.99 ± 0.004 is 2.5σ off the           
1.001 ± 0.002 prediction.  

==> Improve the B0s lifetime.   

Look where most of the statistical power is: 
semileptonic decays 

Not just stamp collecting
Lifetimes test the heavy-quark expansion model: the best predictive 
tool for inclusive quantities in the dynamics of heavy mesons. 

Reminder: with nonzero width-difference “B0s lifetime” is not 
uniquely defined. Here focus on flavor-specific lifetime
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Mostly abandoned in the last decade, when large samples of 
fully reconstructed decays became available.

Semileptonic got out of fashion 
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We report competitive B0s lifetimes from semileptonic decays 
thanks to a novel approach. Got D-s for free too..

for a reason
Yield advantage typically offset by complications from 
unreconstructed neutrino momentum:  

Broadens B mass, spoiling separation from bckg and between 
the various signals within the inclusive final state  

Biases the decay-time determination from the observed 
decay length. 

Pioneering attempts at the Tevatron, e.g.,  

http://inspirehep.net/record/741160/files/fermilab-thesis-2006-78.PDF  

http://inspirehep.net/record/1508436/files/fermilab-thesis-2010-76.pdf  

some made it to paper, https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.114.062001 
although limited by large systematic uncertainties.

http://inspirehep.net/record/741160/files/fermilab-thesis-2006-78.PDF
http://inspirehep.net/record/1508436/files/fermilab-thesis-2010-76.pdf
https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.114.062001


How
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Name of the game: minimize B0s -to-B0 differences in 
decay-time acceptance  

Reconstruct many low-bckg B0s and B0 decays in 
the common (KKπ)D μ  final state  

Enforce equal B0s and B0 decay-time acceptances 

Fit (a proxy to) the B mass to measure B0s and 
B0 yields vs (a proxy of) decay time: get B0s 
width relative to B0  ==>  (1/τfs) - Γ(B0)  

Repeat vs D-s decay time: get the D-s width 
relative to D-  ==>  Γ(D-s) - Γ(D-) 

τ(B0s) and τ(D-s) from change in B0s yield vs decay time, relative 
to the yield of B0 decays reconstructed in the same final state. 



The LHCb detector 
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20 layers of silicon microstrips 
for vertex reconstruction with 

10-20 micron resolution

Dipole magnet + downstream silicon 
microstrip detectors: momentum 

known with 0.5% resolution

High acceptance for 
low-background 

muons with pT > 1.5 
GeV

JINST 3 (2008) S08005

Sees 10—50k reconstructable B mesons per second



Event selection
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LHCb 2010-12 sample, restricted 
to single muon trigger 

Combine single muon with 
opposite-sign D-s/D- → KKπ  

Tune PID, pT and track/vertex 
quality to make Dμ-mass of 
same-sign and signal candidate 
decays similar at mDμ > 5 GeV 

Use same-sign to model 
combinatorics

Signal 

b→ X  (physics bckg) 

Combinatorial bckg
400k B0s signal decays 

100k reference B0 decays

arXiv:1705.03475

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1705.03475


Suppressing b-> X bckg
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Mass vetoes suppress
 

Components’ proportions not to scale

Correlation between mass and 
D-momentum component 
transverse to the B flight reduce 
to about 5% of the signal the 
following backgrounds

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1705.03475


Fit corrected mass 

Shapes: from MC, grouping 
together components with 
similar distributions. 

Yields: from the fit, including  
shape and normalization 
uncertainties.

Sample composition
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arXiv:1705.03475

Validate fit on the B0 sample, 
whose composition is precisely 
known from B-factories

PRL 66 1819 (1991)

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1705.03475


D-s lifetime result
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Repeat composition fit in each D decay time bin and then fit the 
resulting signal-to-reference yield ratio, including a 4% relative 
acceptance correction and 110 fs decay-time resolution.

Δ(D) = 1.0131 ± 0.0117 ± 0.0065 1/ps which yields 

τ(D-s) = 0.5064 ± 0.0030 ± 0.0017 ± 0.0017 ps 

2x more precise than FOCUS’s world’s best, 

arXiv:1705.03475

PRL 95 052003 (2005)

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1705.03475


That was a bonus —  
now to the B0s
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http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1705.03475


Correcting for the neutrino
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Unreconstructed ν momentum 
biases the decay-time 
determination from the 
observed decay length. 

Correct observed momentum 
for average missing momentum 
as determined in simulation: 

Spread of the correction 
dominates the final decay-time 
resolution and is included in the 
final fit for the width-difference.

arXiv:1705.03475

http://lss.fnal.gov/archive/thesis/2000/fermilab-
thesis-2006-18.pdf

k = p(Dμ)/p(B)  

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1705.03475


Making acceptances equal
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Need uniform signal-to-
reference acceptance ratio 
as a function of decay time. 

Known 2x difference 
between D-s and D- lifetime 
introduces ± 20% 
nonuniformities.   

Reweighting each signal 
candidate with 
exp[Δ(D)*t(D-s)] reduces 
them to within 5%.

arXiv:1705.03475

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1705.03475


Flavor specific B0s lifetime
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Δ(B) = -0.0115 ± 0.0053 ± 0.0041 /ps 

τ(B0s) = 1.547 ± 0.013 ± 0.010 ± 0.004 ps  

15% more precise than LHCb’s world’s best,

arXiv:1705.03475

PRL 113 172001 (2014)

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1705.03475


Closure test of acceptance 
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Width difference between B0 decays 
reconstructed in KKπ μ and Kππ μ.   

Limiting case: 4x larger acceptance 
correction than in the signal sample

 Δ(B) = (-4.1 ± 5.3)*10-3 /ps                     

Δ(D) = (-19 ±10)* 10-3 /ps 

arXiv:1705.03475

Same B meson, different final state!

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1705.03475


Systematic uncertainties
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Precision limited by the size of the reference sample

 

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1705.03475


Summary
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Results limited by reference sample size. Ample chances for 
improvement: extend to additional triggers (+20%), extend to 
Run II (3x), use alternative reference channels. 

Method potential extends well beyond lifetimes: semileptonic 
BFs, form factors, etc. 

Method is suitable for other experiments too. 

(Occasionally stamp-collecting too can be quite rewarding)

LHCb reports a novel data-driven method for competitive B-lifetime 
measurements using semileptonic decays 

15% improvement in B0s lifetime and 2x in D-s lifetime. Accepted by 
PRL.  arXiv:1705.03475

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1705.03475


Backup
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